Find and Tell Challenge
Use FULL sentences to answer the questions in the spaces below.
Award 1 mark per correct answer.

Name

Total

/20

1. a. Where did the Nelson family and Truff go for the summer holidays?			
														

1/2

b. Where is this place found?									1/2
2. What is this place famous for?
3. What is the name of the reality TV programme which features this place?

4. a. Where did David, Leila and Truff sleep? In a						

1/4

b. Explain what it’s like. 										3/4

5. Why was David happy to be at this place for the holidays?

6. What happened to upset the Nelson family?

7. What did the teens’ parents and grandparents decide to do about this problem?

8. The children’s grandfather, Peter Nelson, took the children and their father fishing.
a. He used a different method of fishing. What was it?					

1/2

b. Why was this method safe on the wild beach with huge waves rolling in? 		

1/2

9. a. Give the name of the Māori kites discussed.						

1/4

b. There are only 2 in the world – where are they found?					

1/2

c. Why are these kites “one up” on the famous Trojan horse?				

1/4

10. a. Who asked Truff and Chloe to help with a problem? Give names and details.

1/4
each
															

b. What was their problem?									1/2

11. What 2 things caused the problem Truff and Chloe had to solve? 			
a.
b.
12. Truff and Chloe had a good idea to kick-start their problem solving. What was it?

13. What was the worst thing that could happen if Truff and Chloe failed to solve
their problem?

14. Why did David ask Peter if he could use the grey-water tank?

1/2
each

15. Someone special was coming to the Carols at Black Sands’ Café event. Who was it?

16. Why did Truff and Chloe go for a midnight stroll through the bush?

17. Why was Kahi Kiwi so very different from most Kiwis?

18. Why did Pania Puriri tele-call the long-backed eels for help?

18. In the Glade of the Giants, the ancient kauri trees gave Truff and Chloe an important
two word message to take back to their volunteers.
a. What was the message?									1/2
b. It was a very useful mnemonic? What does mnemonic mean?			

1/2

19. What horrible thing had happened to Queenie?

20. How did Black-backed Bob help in the time of crisis?
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